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Defaced - Week 99
God’s Coming Spiritual Revolution - Part 46
So how do spiritual longings retard the growth of Spiritual Desire? (continued)

Continued from the last issue:

As any true parent knows, you start loving your children even before they leave
their mother's womb.
For in your heart you have already received them as being a vital part of you &
your future life as their coming presence will either create or add to your family
unit.
On arrival into this world, we give them a foundational love embodied in our true
acceptance of them.
A foundation of love upon which they can hopefully build a blossoming life based
on togetherness.
Parents provide an abiding fundamental love to their children, a love so durable
that no true parent could ever completely put it aside.
It appears to come so naturally, considering our inability to fully understand its
seemingly unbreakable strength & flexibility, even when tested under great
stress.
Though tough times of life's realities can & will put it under attack through
creating infringements against what has been built upon its foundation, it remains
intact.
The family unit, in one form or another, has been consistently upheld throughout
history & has played a pivotal role in forming the very fabric of human life in most
cultures & societies.
For it is the love for our children that calls upon us to create & provide shelter,
comfort, protection & most crucially, a place of belonging.
It is where earnest development & promotion of love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness & self-control makes family what it
is.
A love created to provide a place of continual restoration & reconciliation,
regardless of any situation or circumstance encountered.
Isaiah 42:3 (NIRV)
3 He will not break a bent twig. He will not put out a dimly burning flame. He will be faithful
and make everything right.

In their being the fruit of our seed, our children continually draw from us an
acceptance embodying a very special kind of love.
A love, the mirror of which reflects the answer to the meaning of life, for its very
essence emanates from a place far beyond anything this world can offer.
For a family's survival is not dependent upon who or what you are, but rather
upon the fact that you belong together, having been bound & knitted together in
love.
To hopefully produce in us an ability to love ourselves & then others from within
its bounds.
Thus to provide a foundation to this life, that though it may be stretched,
deformed, strained, tangled, complexed or becomes unfathomable or
complicated at times, it can never be broken.
For we encounter so much personal love in this world that can bring so much
complication, pain & suffering in the physical.
However, true familial love has been sown from within the spiritual realm.
It is a perpetual gift from God in this life for all mankind & one that is firmly
rooted within the Eternal.
Like all gifts, we are free to do what we please with it, but we cannot change the
fact that the Spirit in which it was given remains unmolested & Forever True.
For God Is Love and the family unit is not just another one of man's many
fabrications for comfort.
It is the very nucleus or central core to God's Kingdom, which even here in this
fallen world, has been wonderfully woven, at our birth, into the very fabric of life.
For most of us were blessed enough to be born into this life being received into
the warmth of someone's true acceptance of us, whether it was our parents or
others.
As we were delivered into that acceptance, the spiritual knowledge of His Pure
Acceptance gained while being formed in our mother's womb, fell into a slumber.
To create a subconscious void that can only be Spiritually re-awakened in us.
Yet, at the same time, its reflection having been embedded in our soul, left us
with a broad & indeterminate physical need for true acceptance.
And by His Grace, upon finding its seed within our family, a foundational need for
true love developed & was established within the embodiment of that
acceptance.
For no man, other than Jesus of Nazareth has entered this fallen world fully
Seeing & Knowing Pure Acceptance & the Pure Love embodied within it.
For us, we do not arrive bringing & dispensing love, but rather it is through the
acceptance of us by parents or others that care for us, that love is awakened
within us.
Just as the first man Adam was to find God's Pure Acceptance awaited him, for
God had already declared everything He had made was very good.
For to truly love, first we need to give acceptance, then love.
Genesis 1:31 KJV
31 And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the
evening and the morning were the sixth day.

God's Pure Acceptance of all He Created embodied within it His Pure Love for all
mankind & given to Adam, the first of all men.
Which then created an Eternal Circle of Love between God & man, who had
been made in His Likeness for God is Our Father & mankind His Family.
All established within so Pure a Love, that even though its circle was broken at
the fall of man, it remained Eternal in God's Heart.
Now reflected in us as parents, when we form a circle of love between our
newborn babies & ourselves, that in essence remains regardless of the physical
outcomes life may present to us.
For surely a true reflection of the circle of love is present inside every one of us,
for we all were fearfully & wonderfully made in the Likeness of God, Who Is Love.
Our soul understands the need for true acceptance & love, a need especially
founded & nurtured from within the foundation of our families.
However, most have yet to discover an even greater need to Spiritually find Pure
Acceptance & Love.
For one is a temporal need, the other Eternal, one can only be found in the
physical realm, the other only in the Spiritual.
The first we all have from birth, but due to the Fall of Man to sin, the second is
now only available to us Spiritually.
It can only be found in the Eternally Pure Acceptance & Love of God that awaits
the acknowledging of God again in our hearts through Jesus Christ.
As I said the first is temporal, yet a reflection of the second, the full power of
which was lost to man within the events described in the following scripture.
Genesis 3:1-6 KJV
1 Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the LORD God had
made. And he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of
the garden?
2 And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the
garden:
3 But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall not
eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.
4 And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die:
5 For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and
ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.
6 And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to
the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did
eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat.

The serpent came subtlety, being a nicety of thought or fine distinction, in order to
steal, kill & destroy what God had given.
He came in a form of acceptance that was neither true or pure, for it gave nothing,
but rather through deception it was used to take man away from God's Presence.
For in giving no real acceptance to man, the serpent promoted a deceptive sense
of self-acceptance, which plagues man to this day.
Leading him further away from God, rather than back toward Him, for men seek
for how to quench the inner hunger of need for the filling of the void it left within
them.
For this acceptance of self defaced the Obedience of Christ consisted in the
Image of God within man, by his disobedience.
In losing the Pure Acceptance of God, man is left trying to fill the void its loss
created, but can only be reconciled & restored in & through Jesus Christ.
We all need to seek discernment in regard to the different types of acceptance we
can encounter in life.
For they can equally constrain or enhance our walk through life, whether in
or out of Christ.
To Be Continued.

Love,
Mwesigwa
[Defaced - Week 100 follows next week]

Your prayers of unity with us for God's Provision are most welcome.
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